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·  Traveling block saver control system:
Automatically control the position of traveling block and prevent it from any accidents.
·  Eddy current brake control system (for DC rigs).
·  Integrated Instrument control system:

Transfer various of drilling data into PLC through the sensors, encoders, transducers and other units, after 
calculation and processing, the following drilling parameters could be displayed on the touch screens, the 
industrial control computers: hook load, drilling pressure, well depth, drilling speed, rotary table speed, 
,rotary table torque, pump stroke, pump pressure, mud conditions, etc.

◇ Medium & Low Voltage Switchboard(MCC)
·  Medium & low voltage switchboard (MCC)(400V～10kV) conform to NEMA and IEC Standard.
·  MCC is to control the AC motors of drillfloor, mud pump room, mud circulation area, air compressor room, oil 

tank area, water tank area and other areas within the well site, and supplies power for lighting and living.
·  According to different motor size, DOL (direct on line) and soft starter can be chosen.

Drilling Equipment
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TZG-130 Telescopic Boom Iron Roughneck

It is used for makeup and breakout the drill pipe and 
tool joint. It is the best wellhead equipment for achieved 
oilfield mechanic modernization.

Technical Features

· Program control, easy to operate. It can finish the 
makeup and breakout work automatically by one 
click, and also can operate separately by using 
emergency operation mode button.

· The operator can control all the functions far away 
from the wellhead area by remote controller.

· It can program the positions from itself to wellhead, mouse hole and other place.
· Compared with other like products, it has higher spinning and breakout torque.
· Easy to finish the makeup and breakout works over wellhead and mouse hole.
· It can easy rotate in 270°range for give some space while necessary. 

Technical parameters

1) Tubular range: 3-1/4～8-1/2 inch（83～216mm）

2) Max breakout torque: 96,000 ft-lb (130, 000 Nm)
3) Max makeup torque: 60,000 ft-lb (81,500 Nm)
4) Spinner holding range: 3-1/4～8-1/2 inch（83～216mm）

5) Max spin-in/spin-out torque(5"pipe): 2,370 ft-lb(3,200 Nm)
6) Max spinner speed(5" pipe): 80 r/min


